
Count Controlled Iteration is used when the number of 
times that the program need to loop is known . The 
program will then 
count how many times 
the code has looped 
using a counter coded 
into the program until 
it reaches its set limit.  
These are called FOR 
LOOPS 

 Knowledge Organiser: Programming — Iteration 

Key Vocabulary 

Algorithm A sequence of logical instructions for carrying 
out a task. In computing, algorithms are needed 
to design computer programs. 

Condition In computing, this is a statement or sum that is 
either true or false. A computation depends on 
whether a condition equates to true or false.  

Counter A device which stores (and/or displays) the num-
ber of times a particular event or process has 
occurred.  

Implement To put into effect.  

Indenting Adding spaces or tabs in front of blocks of code, 
making it easier for programmers to see which 
parts of the code relate to each other.  

Instruction A single action that can be performed by a com-
puter processor.  

Iteration In computer programming, this is a single pass 
through a set of instructions.  

Program Sequences of instructions for a computer.  

Programming The process of writing computer software.  

Pseudocode Also written as pseudo-code. A method of 
writing up a set of instructions for a computer 
program using plain English. This is a good way 

Python A high-level programming language.  

Selection A decision within a computer program when the 
program decides to move on based on the re-
sults of an event.  

Sequencing Creating a set of instructions to complete a task.  

Statement The smallest element of a programming lan-
guage which expresses an action to be carried 
out.  

Condition Controlled uses WHILE Loops Count Controlled uses FOR Loops 

Example code for a Count Condition Controlled Loop 
(FOR LOOP)  

total = 0  
for count in range(5):  
           number = int(input("Type in a num-
ber: "))  
            total = total + number  
print("The total is: ")  
print(total)  

Steps that are part of the loop are indented. Indenta-

Count Controlled Iteration Condition Controlled Iteration  
A condition—controlled loop continues looping until a 
condition is met. A condition controlled loop is used when 
there is no way of knowing how many times the iteration 

or LOOP will need to occur. 
These types of loop are called 
WHILE LOOPS. 
A Condition Controlled or 
WHILE LOOP will keep loop-
ing or iterating until the de-
sired condition is met. E.g 
True or False.  

Summary  
Iteration is the process of repeating steps.  Iteration allows us to simplify algorithms by repeating certain steps . This 
makes the program run faster, is easier to code and the program works more efficiently. Iteration allows us to simplify 
our algorithm by stating that we will repeat certain steps until told otherwise. The program is then simpler because it 
doesn’t have to include lots of  unnecessary steps. This is implemented in programming using FOR and WHILE state-
ments.  
FOR and WHILE statements are used in programming for iteration, they are also known as loops, because when a pro-
gram iterates it ‘loops’ to an earlier step.  
Count Controlled Loops—These use the FOR loop to control how many times the program will loop. 
Condition Controlled Loops. These use a condition to  control how many times the program loops. When the condition 
is met the program stops looping. 
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Example code for a Condition Controlled Loop  
(WHILE LOOP)  

password = "blank"  
WHILE  password does not equal 
“iloveCode"  
 INPUT password  
OUTPUT  "Password correct"  
 

Steps that are part of the loop are indented. Indentation 

When designing programs, there may be some instructions 
that need repeating. This is known as iteration, and is imple-
mented in programming using FOR and WHILE statements.  



Sometimes we need a program to do something based on 
the results of two conditions. This simple program prints 
out a different message depending on the result of two 

tests.  
If each test’s score is greater than or equal to 5, then a 

message is output saying “You have passed!”. Otherwise, 
a message is output saying “Sorry, try again.”.  

 

score1 = int(input("What did you score in test 1?"))  
score2 = int(input("What did you score in test 2?"))  

if score1 >= 5 and score2 >= 5:  
print("You have passed!")  

else:  
print("Sorry, try again.")   

 Knowledge Organiser: Programming—Boolean Logic 

Key Vocabulary 

Boolean logic A form of logical algebra which works only with 
two values, true or false.  

Condition In computing, this is a statement or sum that is 
either true or false. A computation depends on 

whether a condition equates to true or false.  

Expression A combination of symbols representing a value. 
Expressions are used in programming languages 

and applications.  

Iteration 
In computer programming, this is a single pass 

through a set of instructions.  

Program Sequences of instructions for a computer.  

Python A high-level programming language.  

Selection A decision within a computer program when the 
program decides to move on based on the re-

sults of an event.  

Statement The smallest element of a programming lan-
guage which expresses an action to be carried 

out.  

Value A numerical amount denoted by a specific term, 
eg the value of x is 10.  

Variable A memory location within a computer program 
where values are stored.  

Boolean Expressions — AND, OR  and NOT  Using AND in Python  

Boolean Expressions use Algebra 

Boolean expressions are represented using 
Algebra. 

E.g. 5 < 10 

X < 10 

X < y 

Statements 1 uses numbers, whereas state-
ment2 and 3 use variables. 
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As well as using simple comparison, Boolean logic can also 
use the expressions AND, OR and NOT: 

 AND considers two (or more) conditions. The result 
is True if the result of all comparisons is True. 

 OR considers two (or more) conditions. The result 
is True if either comparison is True. 

NOT requires a condition to be False. 

Expression and Boolean Equivalent 

 

 

 

What is Boolean Logic 

Programs use simple comparisons to help make            
decisions. Boolean logic is a form of algebra where 

all values are either True or False. These values of true 
and false are used to test  

 

the conditions that selection and iteration are based 
around. 

 

Boolean logic uses algebra and algebraic expressions. We 
use these expressions in algorithms and programs.  

Equals = 

Greater than > 

Less than < 

Greater than or equal to >= 

Less than or equal to <= 

Does not equal <> 

Statement Expression Boolean value 

y > x 
y is greater than 

x 

True. When x is 5 and y is 10, then y 
is greater than x. 

x < y x is less than y 
True. When x is 5 and y is 10, then x 

is less than y. 

x = y x equals y 
False. When x is 5 and y is 10, then 

x does not equal y. 

x<>y 
x does not equal 

y 

True. When x is 5 and y is 10, then x 
does not equal y. 



To store a data item in an array, the element that the 
data will be stored in needs to be referenced. 

For example, in the score array score(10), the following 
would store the score 3000 in the first element: 

score[0] = 3000 

The following would store the score 2500 in the second 
element: 

score[1] = 2500  

 Knowledge Organiser: Programming — Arrays and lists 

Key Vocabulary 

Array A set of data values of the same type, stored in a 
sequence in a computer program. Also known as 
a list.  

BASIC 

A group of general-purpose, high-level program-
ming languages that are relatively easy to use. 
BASIC stands for Beginner's All-purpose Symbol-
ic Instruction Code.  

Data Units of information. In computing there can be 
different data types, including integers, charac-
ters and Boolean. Data is often acted on by in-
structions.  

Data Structure 

The way that data is stored in a database or pro-
gram.  

Data type The format in which a variable or constant holds 
data, such as ‘integer’ or ‘string’.  

Element An individual component of an array.  

Java A popular high-level computer programming 
language.  

Python A high-level programming language.  

Variable A memory location within a computer program 
where values are stored.  

Array code Why use Arrays 

A variable holds a single item of data. There may 
be a situation where lots of variables are needed to 
hold similar and related data. In this situation, us-
ing an array can simplify a program by storing all 

related data under one name.  
 

This means that a program can be written to search 
through an array of data much more quickly than 
having to write a new line of code for every varia-
ble. This reduces the complexity and length of the 
program which makes it easier to find and debug 

errors.  

Using Arrays Arrays use elements 

Each box in the array is referred to as an element. In the 
example above you can see an Array is similar to a row of 
cells. The individual elements in the array are numbers 0 
to 9 because computers start counting at 0.  
Arrays are named like variables. The number in brackets 
determines how many data items the array can hold. So 
the Array score (9) could hold 10 items of data to be 

Summary 

When writing programs, it is useful to use arrays and lists as they simplify programs by storing related data under 
one name. Programs can get very complex without using arrays. An Array will reduce the amount of code required to 
perform a complex task making the program easier to write and more efficient. 
 

An Array is a series of  memory locations or ‘boxes’ (think of a box in as a variable in which to hold data). Each box 
will hold a single item of data, but with each box sharing the same name. All the data in an Array  must be of the 
same Data Type.  
Lists are Data structures similar to arrays that allow data of more than one data type. Some programming languages 
such as BASIC and Java allow the use of arrays. Others such as Python do not and only allow lists. 
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score_0   score(9)  
score_1  
score_2  
score_3  
score_4  
score_5  
score_6  
score_7  
score_8  
score_9    

Arrays and Lists 

Example code for an 
Array of scores (for 
the example above) 
without using an 
Array. 

 

Simplified code  


